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A dramatic shot by J W Smith of a
Bedford WTB of Mansell’s Blue
Motors of Lynmouth, Devon. Their
“Doone Valley Bus Service” operated
from Lynmouth to the Lorna Doone
Farm at Malmsmead.
(Copyright - The Bus Archive, ref. JS07/5052).
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Midland Red Tour
If you were lucky enough to be a passenger on the Midland Red tour of Oban, Western Isles and Loch Awe
leaving on Saturday June 8th 1963 you would have been presented with this hard-bound booklet.
It details the route and notable features along the way, with the map showing the outward path via Newcastle
and the east coast, and the return via Carlisle in the west. Your driver would have been Mr. J. Yates and a full
list of passengers and their home areas was supplied. (This was clearly long before the days of data protection
regulations, which requires us to hide these even now, almost sixty years later).
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Your coach would have been a Midland Red CL3 class, with a luxurious one-year-old 36-seat Plaxton
body which had been placed on a BMMO chassis new in 1954.
Those were the days!
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Robin Hannay (1933 – 2021)

Robin was born and spent his childhood in Derby
and was a bus enthusiast from an early age,
watching buses travel down the A38 to Burton
upon Trent. A few years later, on Saturday
mornings, he cycled the four miles from his
parents' home to local operator Blue Bus Services
in Willington to help clean their fleet of buses.
This led Robin to a career in the transport
industry, joining Guy Motors on the Student
Engineering Apprenticeship scheme in September
1950 and then to Dennis Brothers in 1959 as Sales
Manager for the Loline model. Frustration with his
employer’s lack of enthusiasm for the product led
him to switch to AEC in 1962, and he stayed
through successive changes of ownership into the
British Leyland era. From 1975, Robin worked as a
Sales Manager in Buxton and Manchester before
retiring in 1998.
Robin was a lorry and bus enthusiast for over 80
years, joining the Omnibus Society in 1950, the
PSV Circle in 1953, the Historic Commercial
Vehicle Society in the 1960's and was a stalwart of
the Model Bus Federation from its inception. His
knowledge was encyclopedic, and he made regular
contributions to magazines including Buses, Classic
Buses, Historic Commercial Vehicles, Vintage
Roadscene and society journals. His published
books provide authoritative information on the

history of AEC, Dennis and, of course, Guy
Motors. In his retirement he was never happier
than when correcting "misconceptions" particularly
those related to the Guy Wulfrunian.
We are fortunate that The Bus Archive holds the
copyright to Robin’s lifetime of bus photography,
which is sold through The Transport Library. Here
is just a small but representative selection.

Dennis Loline 465 FRB at Derby Bus Station
Dennis Loline/Willowbrook.
Blue Bus vehicles passing the front gate of Robin’s home in Derby
are probably one source of his fascination with buses. Robin was
also very involved professionally with the Dennis Loline.
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Robin Hannay

LRF 661, a Green Bus, Rugeley Guy Arab with
utility style Burlingham bus body on a football
special to a Derby County match. This is one of
Robin’s earliest photographs and is from a rare
paper negative.

Hulley’s NEH 155 Guy Arab with Windover
coachwork. Robin passed his PSV driving test on
this coach. He and Gordon Hulley (son of Jack and
Doris Hulley) were good friends at Guy Motors
when they were both apprentices. Robin would
stay with them at Baslow during busy times and
help with the business.

861 HAL approaches Derby Bus Station. Dennis
Loline with Northern Counties low height
bodywork. Robin regarded selling this vehicle to
Barton as one of the triumphs of his career. It
could have been the first of a number of very low
height double-decker buses, but this did not
happen.

35 VTF Guy Wulfrunian with East Lancashire
Coachbuilders bodywork. Robin authored a
number of books including one on the Guy
Wulfrunian. Accrington was unusual amongst
customers in specifying a traditional style of rear
entrance.
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Robin Hannay

Derby Corporation 179 RC 8879. Sunbeam W with
Park Royal body new 1946 ran until 1965. Seen in the
Market Place, Derby. Robin was working on his
Sunbeam trolleybus book at the time of his death.

Bedford
An extract from The Chevrolet and Bedford Magazine dated November 1931 (Volume 2, Number 7) which
looked forward to the Commercial Motor Show to be held at Olympia from November 5th to 14th.
The colourised illustrations show Duple bus and coach 20-seat bodies (on WLB chassis) and a smaller 14
seat Waveney body (on WHB chassis). Prices range from £470 to £590 – the equivalent of £32,688 to
£41,034 today.

More of this publication, including the feature Building Bedford Bus Bodies can be read on our Flickr site at
https://www.flickr.com/photos/145880868@N07/albums/72177720297064921.
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Research through Notices & Proceedings
The Road Traffic Act 1930 introduced nationwide licensing of public service vehicles (buses and coaches),
drivers, conductors and services, the latter through the granting of Road Service Licences (RSLs).
As a record of applications and grants of RSLs, the Traffic Commissioner for each Traffic Area has issued a
regular (usually weekly or fortnightly) edition of ‘Notices and Proceedings’ (N&Ps) from 1931 to today,
apart from the war years. We have a full set of these for all Traffic Areas, and they are an invaluable source
of important happenings.
For example, did your local company make an application for a new service which was refused due to an
objection by the local authority, a neighbouring operator, the railways or even the Police? (Since 1986, the
grounds for objecting to an application have been reduced to traffic management issues only). The
equivalent to an RSL is now a ‘Registration to operate a Local Bus Service’.
We are in process of scanning all N&Ps and making them available as searchable pdfs; there are around
20,000 editions and each one can be more than 100 pages long, so it will take quite a long time to have
everything done. However, the following are available now with others to follow:

If you would like copies of
particular traffic areas then please
let us know at
hello@busarchive.org.uk. They
are provided free of charge but
we always welcome donations to
keep us going!
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Animal Transit
We hold lots of records which have little to do with road passenger transport, including some which we
were donated with the historic library of the Department of Transport in the 1990s.
Here is a pretty obscure one, which is undated but its content suggests a 1950 publication. Conducted by
the University of Glasgow Veterinary School Section, A Survey of the Transit of Farm Animals between the
Scottish Islands and the Mainland of Scotland is perhaps more interesting than it sounds and is certainly a
snapshot of a certain slice of life seventy years ago.
There is a great deal of detail: for example, “The Orcadian [native of Orkney] farmer lives by his eggs and
his beef”, and reference is made to the ‘Churchill Barriers’ which were built in the Second World War to
connect two islands which could now be driven across and so farmers could transport cattle in an easier
manner.
The photographs are quite poorly reproduced (with the limited technology of the time) but can be startling
all the same. As we would expect from an academic survey, there are lots of statistics, such as the number
of animals carried between the islands and individual mainland ports.
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Animal Transit

Fundraising Update
We are pleased to report that our ‘Building for the Future’ Appeal has now burst
through the £200,000 barrier, so we are two-thirds of the way to our target.
Many thanks to those people who have contributed – it is greatly appreciated.
This Appeal is to fund the acquisition and fit-out of replacement premises at Droitwich, to provide
more storage space for the material which continues to flood in and to keep this and all our archive
collections under professional conservation conditions.
If you would like to contribute then simply go to https://www.busarchive.org.uk/building-appeal.shtml
or if a cheque is more to your style, please send it to our address on the rear cover. If you are a UK
tax payer, then we can claim an additional 25% from the government.
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Registration Numbers
In our last edition, we featured the consultation issued in 1996 into what became our current registration
system. This time, we go way back to 1903 and the beginnings of the original system; The Autocar carried a
feature on the administration and particularly the size of the number plate and dimensions of the letters and
figures. Did you know that the letters and figures had to be 3½ inches high and 2½ inches wide (except for
the letter ‘I’ and figure ‘one’)?
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New Additions
We are grateful to everyone – enthusiasts, those inside the industry and increasingly the general public –
who continue to donate material to The Bus Archive. Our standard procedure is to retain anything which
falls within our collecting policy and that we don’t already have, and for items which we do already have
then we will sell the surplus copy to fund the archive.
In the last three months we have had notable donations on the following:
• Midland Red
• North Western RC
• Geoff Lumb collection (Huddersfield, Halifax, Hebble)
• London Transport and privatised companies
• Maidstone & District
• Ortona
The M&D donation is the official plans of bus stations and depots, in a binder. The illustrations on this page
show the detail involved and it all gives an excellent picture of what goes on behind the scenes of a bus
depot or station. There is even a chart showing mileage between the sites.
We have digitised this item, and if you would like a copy please email us at hello@busarchive.org.uk. It is
free of charge but we are always happy to accept a donation!
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Forum CIE magazine
We recently came across this publication, which was available to any employees within the state-owned
CIE, an organisation which is still going today as Ireland’s largest public transport provider. Apparently,
Forum was published only for a year or two and its contents are what really can be termed academic papers,
as these examples show.
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This edition has articles on passenger comfort, the
contribution of the railways to Irish life, national
incomes and pricing policy, aspects of computer
development and development of freight transport.
Quite heavy content for such a slim volume (70
pages).
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Coventry Private Hire
Coventry City Transport was an early entrant into the municipal coaching sector, illustrated here by a
leaflet from the 1960s.

The pride of the coaching fleet was the
Duple bodied Bedford SB, but there were
also smaller Ford, Commer and Bedford VAS
vehicles, and of course the use of service
buses for short-distance hires.

How to Access our Collection
We have three Research Centres, each holding unique material:
• Droitwich, for original records
• Walsall, for publicity items and publications
• Acton, for London Transport records and timetables (still closed for the time being)
Search our online catalogue at www.busarchive.org.uk.
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